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KC Question: Global Goodwill Ambassadors (GGA) Foundation, how did GGA decide to unite under this title?

GGA Answer: During the past seven years, we created a massive network of humanitarians. Global 
Goodwill Ambassadors Foundation is officially registered as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit public charity. GGA is 
now uniquely set up as a "donor-to-community charity." Unlike other huge "big named" charities, we 
have people on the ground in every country of the world where we run projects to protect our donor's 
contributions. We show the needs to help people in vital areas who follow the United Nations sustainable 
development goals (UN SDG) model.

We submit our projects for evaluation; once approved, we schedule a campaign to raise the funds needed 
to hit each goal. Our members on the ground will ensure guardianship of these projects through 
completion. The GGA monthly newsletter will highlight these projects to give donors a special satisfaction 
that their donation is giving to the specific projects they intended their donation to go to. The seven years 
of preparation has led us to a place where the Global Goodwill Ambassadors Foundation can help the 
world through our beautiful network of humanitarian members.



KC Question: GGA April 2020 newsletter highlights several topics that include agricultural empowerment, 
educating underprivileged children and coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). What goals 
does GGA newsletter aim with each newsletter?

GGA Answer: The newsletter highlights the best of each country and the projects they are doing. Through 
the newsletter and showing humanitarian work, this gives others their ideas on how they can volunteer in 
their own countries and run similar projects. This also gives GGAs the ability to know who to reach out for 
further discussions on similar projects/joint projects.



KC Question: Does GGA believe cultural diversity unifies people’s commitment for greater good for all kind?

GGA Answer: It takes more than just cultural diversity to unify people. It’s only when that diverse body 
embraces a greater sense of purpose through tolerance, understanding, and acceptance do we start to 
see the real magic within the Global Goodwill Ambassadors and the world. 



KC Question: What are GGA goals for the rest of 2020 thru 2021?

GGA Answer: Continue to put emphasis on educational projects that empower our younger generations 
in each country. Continue to honor our core initiative: child abuse prevention program, “My Body Is My 
Body.” We offer this (free) program to educators, schools, orphanages, civic groups, and churches to 
teach children 3-9 years of age to respect their bodies and identify and report any abuse. As of this 
year, 59 countries and 20 different languages teach this program. In recognition of COVID-19 pandemic, 
we are also using this same program to teach and educate proper hygiene.



Global Goodwill Ambassadors 
Hyper focused in areas of people's greatest concern throughout the world.
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